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Abstract

Recent advances in deep learning and computer vision
have set new state of the art in logo recognition [2, 9, 36].
Logo recognition has mostly been approached as a closed-
set object recognition problem and more recently as an
open-set retrieval problem. Current approaches suffer from
distinguishing visually similar logos, especially in open-set
retrieval for very large-scale applications with thousands
of brands. To address the problem, we propose a multi-
task learning architecture of deep metric learning and scene
text recognition. We use brand names as weak labels and
enforce the model to simultaneously extract distinct visual
features as well as predict brand name text. To achieve it,
we collected a dataset with 3 Million logos cropped from
Amazon Product Catalog images across nearly 8K brands,
named PL8K. Our experiments show that adding the task of
text recognition during training boosts the model’s retrieval
performance both on our PL8K dataset and on five other
public logo datasets.

1. Introduction
Logo recognition is a well-known problem in computer

vision with many practical applications, such as product
search and recommendations in e-commerce, compliance
or authenticity verification or brand presence tracking etc
[2, 9, 10]. There are several challenges around detecting lo-
gos such as lack of a precise definition of what exactly con-
stitutes a logo, lack of large-scale (i.e. number of brands)
well-annotated (i.e. bounding-box for each image) logo
datasets, large intra-class variations (i.e. a logo can be styl-
ized text or an abstract figure or a mixture of both), large
background, occlusions and illumination changes etc. Nev-
ertheless, recent advances in deep learning and computer

*Work done while at Amazon.

Figure 1. Examples of visually very similar logos belonging to
different brands. Without text recognition, it’s very challenging to
differentiate them.

vision have set new state of the art results in logo detection
either by decoupling detection and recognition [2, 9, 36], or
by using weakly-labeled images crawled from the web [30].

As many logos have considerable amount of text or (styl-
ized) letters, optical character recognition (OCR) or scene-
text detection could potentially be used to augment exist-
ing logo detection pipelines. However, this requires at least
one more model or system to be trained or fine-tuned on
logo-specific data, which introduces in practice additional
overheads assuming such text-annotated logo data even ex-
ists. Thus, it is desired to build a single model that performs
the logo-classification task taking the textual content into
account while adapting nicely when text is not present.

In logo recognition, there are typically two steps: a)
a class-agnostic universal logo detector proposing regions
that potentially contain logos, and b) a logo classifier op-
erating on the proposed regions to predict brands. Unlike
closed-set setting, open set logo recognition allows users to
detect logos that are not available during the training stage.
Hence classification is based on nearest neighbor search on
the learnt latent space, instead of from a classifier with fixed
number of classes. Recent works on object and logo de-
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Figure 2. Our proposed multi-modal SeeTek model architecture: Top: Visual embedding branch and Bottom: Scene-text recognition
branch. The learnt visual embedding and text embedding are concatenated together to be used as retrieval index.

tection demonstrated that open set approaches are on-par
or better than dedicated single-model solutions (e.g. using
Faster R-CNN or YOLOv3) [9, 18]. In this paper we focus
on learning a good latent space that generalizes on novel
open set brands.

In order to improve recognition performance, especially
on text-heavy logos, we propose a deep metric learning
model that is trained with two tasks: classification-based
metric learning, and scene text recognition. This joint
model can learn two decoupled latent spaces: visual space
and textual space, which are complementary to each other
during retrieval. Further, we use brands’ names as a weak
labeling mechanism to bridge the lack of fine-grained text
annotations. Even with this very noisy brand name labels,
we find that the joint model’s performance gets boosted es-
pecially on text-heavy logos, which are the most challeng-
ing ones for existing DML based logo approaches [9].

In order to advance the research in this field we collected
a large amount of logo regions cropped from product im-
ages for 7,888 brands. We call this dataset PL8K and use
it to train and to assess the performance of our proposed
models. The contributions of this paper are the following:

• We propose to tackle the logo recognition problem
with decoupled latent spaces from two modalities.

• We show that brand names can be used as weak la-
bels to improve logo recognition accuracy, especially
on logos that bear minimal styles or text-heavy, while
not regressing on logos that have no text content.

• We propose a novel multi-task deep metric learning ar-

chitecture named SeeTek1 to recognize brand logos in
an open-set setting.

• We introduce a new product logo dataset called
PL8K containing 3,017,146 logo regions across 7,888
brands.

2. Related Work
In this section we discuss closely related works in the

fields of deep learning in computer vision, prior art in logo,
text recognition, and metric learning.

2.1. Current Logo Recognition Pipeline

Logo recognition is a very challenging problem in com-
puter vision. In the recent past, quite a few deep-learning
based approaches have been published [2–4, 14, 16, 24, 30,
33, 34, 36]. These approaches primarily use a logo-region
bounding box localizer followed by the recognition step.
Most of the work treat the recognition step as closed-set
classification problem, with fixed number of classes, not be-
ing able to scale up to thousands of brands easily. What’s
more, closed-set classification model doesn’t generalize to
novel brands without retraining.

In [31], a large logo dataset (WebLogo-2M) automati-
cally crawled from Twitter was introduced. The authors
used synthetic copy-and-paste logo data to train two com-
plementary object detectors YOLOv2 and Faster R-CNN
and utilized the their object scores to future bootstrap each
model’s training. Though WebLogo-2M doesn’t need man-
ual annotation effort, the collected dataset is very noisy with
a lot of false positives. The performance comparison was

1Putting visual (see) and text recognition (tek) into multi-task learning,
hence the codename.
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only done for the 194 brands as in closed-set object detec-
tion. The trained object detector was not able to detect novel
unseen brands, which limits its real scalability in real world.

Our work is mostly related with [2] and [9], where we di-
vide the end-to-end logo recognition pipeline into two steps:
firstly a general brand-agnostic logo detector detects candi-
date logo regions with high recall, and secondly but more
importantly, the heavy-lifting of brand classification is done
through a logo ROI feature embedder. Both [2][9] and our
work tackle the open-set problem, where none of the test
brand class is seen in training. In [2], a simple deep met-
ric learning (SDML) framework with hard negative mining
was proposed. However, the model was only evaluated on
1500 pairs of images with 248 classes.

2.2. Metric learning

Distance Metric learning (DML)[9,13,38] has a very rich
research history. DML has great advantage when doing re-
trieval in open-set setting for never-seen classes. Its class-
number-agnostic feature also makes it ideal for scaling up
to more classes easily. In practice, the performance of DML
methods depend heavily on data mining strategies as there
are exponential number of pairs (mostly negative pairs) that
can be generated. Therefore, in this paper we propose to
build upon metric learning losses that require no sampling
[9,38], where it’s shown that metric learning with learnable
(proxy) embeddings can achieve state of the art results if the
task is formulated as a classification problem.

2.3. Scene Text Recognition (STR)

Recognizing text in natural scenes has attracted a lot of
interests and many new works are introduced in recent years
[1,6,17,21,22,28,29,37,39]. Most of these papers focus on
how to transform or regularize the text region to be better
aligned and hence improve the recognition accuracy. In [1],
a unified four-stage STR framework was summarized as the
standard recognition pipeline that most existing STR mod-
els fit into. We adopted this popular architecture as our text
recognition branch.

Tying these prior art with our current contributions, we
put DML into a multi-task learning framework. We em-
ploy text-aware loss along with metric loss and train two
branches jointly. With the help of synthetic text dataset[17]
and weak class labels, all these contributions lead to state-
of-the-art logo detection results as shown in Sec. 4.

3. Our Method

3.1. Sampling-free Classification based Deep Metric
Learning

Open-set means that the testing classes cannot be used
during training, and number of classes are not fixed. It is a

Figure 3. Sample images from the PL8K dataset showing that our
text-aware logo recognition approach accurately detects the right
logo for a given query-logo. Left column: query image, middle
column: previous non-text aware model’s incorrect retrieval (note
the visual similarity with query logo) , right column (ours): De-
spite the large visual dissimilarity, our proposed text-aware model
correctly retrieved logos, thanks to the help from text recognition.

common problem in industry, as it’s not economically effi-
cient to retrain a classifier whenever a new logo is added.
There are, however, very limited related works on open-
set logo retrievals. One good solution to open-set setting is
deep metric learning, which tries to learn a mapping of input
images to a latent space that preserves the semantic similar-
ity of the samples [9], from which we can use nearest neigh-
bor classifier to make predictions. DML is usually trained
with triplet constraints[13], which uses a hinge function to
create a fixed margin between the intra-class and inner-class
distances. The main issue with such triplet(positive-anchor-
negative)-based metric learning losses is that the sampling
strategy is crucial. Too easy triplets do not contribute to
the loss, while very hard ones could destabilize the train-
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Figure 4. Examples of logos with text. There can be other char-
acters other than brand names. Brand names can be only partially
visible, or with artsy design fonts which are hard to recognize.
Brand name: EVGA, MIZUNO, BEYOUNG, CRXOOX, KFD,
HARIBO, KEENSTONE, CALDWELL.

ing procedure which makes adding extra objectives on top
of the learned embeddings a very hard task. For example,
[2] relies on hard example mining sampling to fetch bet-
ter triplets during training. The complex training strategy is
slower and not easy to scale up to larger number of classes.
In [38], a metric learning loss that require no sampling was
introduced. It showed that metric learning with learnable
(proxy) embeddings can achieve state of the art results if
the task is formulated as a classification problem.

With the advantage of not relying on large batch size and
more suitable for few-shot learning scenario, in this paper
we propose to build upon [9,38], our base DML architecture
is then trained with the following loss:

Ldml = −log

 exp
(
xT py

σ

)
∑
z∈Z

exp
(
xT pz
σ

)
 (1)

where x is an L2-normalized embedding corresponding to
the output of the last linear layer of our model. y is the class
label of x of all possible classes Z, and py is its respective
proxy embedding. The temperature parameter σ is used to
scale the logits to emphasize the difference between classes,
thus boosting the gradients [8, 23, 35].

3.2. Brand Name Weak Supervision and Synthetic
Text Pretraining

In logo design, there is a commonly accepted visual lan-
guage (e.g. human interpret blue-color with trust, red with
power) [26], which leads to visually similar designs. A
huge amount of logos share similar visual appearance if we
ignore the text content (see Figure 1). Thus it brings a great
challenge for non-text-aware models to differentiate them.
On the other hand, models trained solely with DML loss
depend heavily on the diversity of the samples in the batch
and the diversity within each brand, which is often not guar-
anteed. Especially in the few-shot scenario, intra-class dis-
tances for visually similar logs are often larger than inter-
class distances. Lacking in harder, more diversified training
samples causes DML model’s performance to saturate. A
previous work used word semantics from product descrip-
tions as a weak supervision in the loss functions[40]. How-

ever, word semantics are ambiguous in brand names (e.g.
Apple is not close to Samsung).

With this motivation, we propose to add text modality
and combine deep metric learning with text recognition into
a single model to improve logo recognition accuracy. As
text information is agnostic to visual designs, text semantics
are complementary to visual semantics in the latent space.

To our best knowledge, there is no logo dataset with fine-
grained text labels available. As shown in figure 4, the brand
name and real texts inside the logo ROI can be very dif-
ferent. For example, General Motors’ logo only contains
“GM” rather than the full name. Most of the texts have artsy
design fonts, the text sequence alignment direction is not al-
ways horizontal, some logo texts are only partially visible
due to the curvature of product surfaces. Despite all these
challenges, observation of a large number of brand logos
convinced us that brand names could act as a good proxy
for the missing exact labels.

However, introducing new text-based objectives on top
of a learnt visual latent space with end-to-end training is a
non-trivial task due to the stability and convergence con-
cerns in training deep metric learning models. We found
that the text branch is very hard to converge if directly
trained with brand names from scratch. To ease training
with noisy brand names, we first used the synthetic text
dataset MJSynth [17], which contains 9 million images cov-
ering 90k English words, to pretrain the text branch. Note
that our model is not limited to English logos, any En-
glish alphabet based logos will benefit from this text aware-
ness. We further finetune the pretrained text branch us-
ing brand names, and evaluated the text recognition perfor-
mance using string-level accuracy and character-level accu-
racy. String-level accuracy is based on exact string matches
and character-level accuracy Acc char is defined using edit
distance:

Acc char =
||gt| − dedit(pred, gt)|

len(gt)
(2)

As shown in table 3, the text branch can learn a decent
performance of text recognition on logo datasets such as
PL8K and LogoDet-3K[36]. Note that the ground truth
brand names are noisy labels for evaluation, which is un-
fair for the model. Nevertheless the performance is still far
from ideal and we defer better logo text recognition in fu-
ture research.

3.3. Text Prediction Head

Following [1], we explored two text prediction heads:
1. text prediction trained using CTC[11] loss and 2. text
prediction trained using Attention[6, 29]. For CTC head,
we use the un-pooled features before the embedding layer
and feed them into a two-layer bi-LSTM modules followed
by a linear layer to predict the characters. For attention
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Figure 5. Left: Text prediction head using CTC loss, and Right: Text prediction head based on Attention.

Dataset Logos Images Annotation Noisy Public Scalability
TopLogo-10 [32] 10 700 Object-Level ✗ ✓ Weak
BelgaLogos [19] 37 10,000 Object-Level ✗ ✓ Weak

FlickrLogos-32 [27] 32 8,240 Object-Level ✗ ✓ Weak
FlickrLogos-47 [27] 47 8,240 Object-Level ✗ ✓ Weak

Logo-NET [15] 160 73,414 Object-Level ✗ ✓ Weak
WebLogo-2M [31] 194 2,190,757 Image-Level ✓ ✓ Medium

QMUL-OpenLogo [33] 352 27,083 Image-Level ✗ ✓ Medium
Logos in the wild [34] 871 11,054 Object-Level ✓ ✓ Medium

BLAC [2] 2,800 6,200 Object-Level ✗ ✗ Medium
Logo Detection 3K [36] 3,000 158,652 Object-Level ✗ ✓ Strong

PL8K (Ours) 7,888 3,017,146 Object-Level ✗ planned Strong

Table 1. Statistics and characteristics of existing logo detection datasets.

No. of images No. of brands
Misc WDT WT NT Misc WDT WT NT

Training 1,875,974 36,212 12,281 - 4,944 86 29 -
Validation 467,624 9,790 3,404 7,844 1,211 22 8 21

Testing 569,630 16,316 4,427 13,644 1,507 28 11 21

Table 2. PL8K data splits for train and test sets of miscellaneous lo-
gos, word design trademarks, word trademarks, and no-text trade-
marks, respectively.

head, we added a fully-connected bottleneck layer after bi-
LSTM to get the text embeddings. Figure 2 demonstrates
the full SeeTek model architecture. Figure 5 shows the two
types of text prediction head in text recognition branch. The
text branch was trained either with Connectionist Temporal
Classification (CTC) loss or cross entropy loss.

CTC heads predict a whole sequence with characters
stuffed with spaces, while the Attention head learns to pre-
dict a START token and an EOS token. Real predictions
are squeezed between START and EOS and all other char-
acters after the EOS or before START are dropped. From
our experiments, text recognition with attention head per-
forms much better than CTC head, as shown in table 3. The
text recognition performance also directly influenced the re-
trieval performance if we only use the learnt text embedding
from the text branch as retrieval index. See section 4.4 for
detailed ablation studies.

MJSynth PL8K LogoDet-3K
CTC
Head

string acc 74.64% 20.15% 12.79%
character acc 93.10% 54.17% 50.31%

Attention
Head

string acc 91.11% 33.81% 19.24%
character acc 98.18% 70.17% 58.90%

Table 3. Text recognition performance. MJSynth dataset has exact
character-level ground truth labels. PL8K and LogoDet-3K only
have brand names as noisy ground truth labels.

4. Experiments

We evaluate the impact of our proposed methods by
comparing to current state-of-the-art on our dataset and 5
other public benchmark datasets. Our experiments cover
strong DML based scalable logo recognition baselines and
different variants of our method. We report both the end-
to-end evaluation results (universal logo detector followed
by proposed DML based embedder) and the embedder-level
performance to provide more insights.

4.1. Implementation

For visual branch’s feature extractors we used ImageNet
pretrained ResNet50 [12] with input size of 150x150. The
text branch used a custom residual network designed for
scene text recognition tasks introduced in [1]. This archi-
tecture uses BasicBlocks [12] in a configuration of [1, 2,
5, 3] with twice as many filters per layer (128 256, 512,
512) compared to ResNet50, and double strides along the
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height dimension after layer3. The standard input size of
this architecture for scene-text tasks is 100x32, but we used
150x150 to provide a more fair comparison and to gain in-
sights on the importance of resolution. We used SGD, mo-
mentum of 0.9, and learning rate of 0.01 with exponential
decay for 40 epoches.

The output embedding size of visual branch was fixed
to 512. All embeddings were L2 normalized. For the text
recognition branch we used bi-LSTM modules with a hid-
den layer size of 256. The output embedding dimension
of text branch is also 512, hence the concatenated visual-
textual embedding size is 1024. We used a temperature
scaling parameter σ of 0.05 in the normalized softmax loss
[38].

During testing, we form queries from the first 10 images
of each class(logo) and merge the remaining ones into a
large gallery set. Note that all testing classes are not seen in
training. The model’s performance is assessed with the av-
erage recall@1 across all queries. Given visually very simi-
lar logos most likely belong to very different types of brands
due to trademark legislation, we omit calculating recall@k
when k > 1 since in a practical scenario these are consid-
ered as failure cases.

4.2. Datasets

Our experimental evaluation is built upon 6 datasets con-
structed from different sources and domains. Our main
dataset (PL8K) was gathered from product images of on-
line Amazon retail listings and is used to both train our
models and to compute performance metrics on in-domain
imagery. In addition to PL8K, we use the following as
test-sets: the recent LogoDet-3K [36], popular FlickrLogos-
47 [27], BelgaLogos [19], Logos-in-the-Wild [34], and the
QMUL-OpenLogo [33] datasets, to assess the performance
of our models on (and robustness to) out-of-domain images.
We omitted the WebLogo-2M [31] dataset from our evalu-
ation since it does not provide bounding boxes which we
require to create the logo regions for embedder-level evalu-
ation. Besides PL8K, we have also collected a hard evalua-
tion dataset containing high-confidence false positives from
other model variants to stress test the model. We provide
some specifics on these datasets in the summaries below,
and a quick overview is presented in Table 1.

PL8K (Our dataset) This large logo recognition dataset
was built in a semi-automated fashion. We trained a univer-
sal logo detector to identify and extract crops of potential
logos from product images, with high recall. Once the crop
was extracted, it was sent for labeling by human auditors
who would assign the crop to the proper brands. Our over-
all dataset construction followed the methodology proposed
in [9], the main differences being the scale in which we col-
lected our dataset and the fact that we further annotated our
logos to identify large subsets of word trademarks (WT) and

word design trademarks (WDT). We also made sure that we
have at least 20 images per brand (discarding those brands
with fewer identified crops). This resulted in a dataset
with 3,017,146 product logo images covering 7,888 brands,
hence the reason we call this dataset PL8K. Table 1 pro-
vides a high-level comparison of PL8K with popular logo
datasets. To make sure our in-domain evaluations reflect
scenarios with new logos, our training/validation/testing
sets splits were performed at the brand-level and followed
a stratified strategy for each group of WT, WDT, and other
miscellaneous logo images: the brands were sorted by num-
ber of images and, for every adjacent and disjoint group of
5 brands, one brand was randomly sampled to build the test-
ing set. The remaining brands would be sampled once more
to build the validation set with the final remaining brands
forming the training set. This procedure created a split were
the groups were not overly imbalanced and the final groups
contained roughly 64% brands for training, 16% for valida-
tion, and 20% for testing. Table 2 provides details of these
splits. Notice this dataset does not include non-logo im-
ages, since its primary goal being building and evaluating
logo recognition models, not logo detection.

LogoDet-3K LogoDet-3K[36] is a recently published
dataset with 3K brands and 200K manually annotated
logo ROIs on ∼160K images images. This is a very chal-
lenging dataset where logos are in natural images cap-
tured in the wild. The logo ROIs have a wider variety
and larger intra-class distance than other public datasets.
We split the LogoDet-3K into a training (80%) and testing
dataset (20%). Similar to PL8K, we finetune our SeeTek
model on the training dataset, with visual branch pretrained
on ImageNet[7] dataset and textual branch pretrained on
MJSynth[17].

FlickrLogos-47 In order to assess model performance
on imagery from a completely different domain with-
out fine-tuning, we test our model on the popular
FlickrLogos-47 public dataset [27]. This dataset is pro-
vided with bounding-boxes and mask annotations covering
47 logo classes with a mix of symbol logos (32) and text
logos(15). We process this dataset to retain only crops of
images with logos in them, leveraging the bounding box an-
notations in each image. This results in a dataset consisting
of 5,968 image crops of logos (1,936 coming from the orig-
inal training set, 573 of which being textual, and 4,032 from
the original test set, of which 1,241 are text). All the nearly
6K crops are used to compute our performance metrics in
this out-of-domain dataset, with the 1.8K textual ones serv-
ing to assess impact on textual trademarks.

Logos-in-the-Wild (LitW) One of the largest publicly
available logo datasets is Logos-in-the-Wild [34] featuring
11,054 images across 871 brands. Unfortunately, only the
image URLs are released from which 4,614 are no longer
accessible. This also caused several brands to be filtered
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Approach mAP
LogoDet-3K (YOLOv3, closed-set)[36] 52.28

YOLOv4+SeeTek (open-set) 70.46
Table 4. End-to-end performance comparison with closed-set logo
recognition on LogoDet-3K.

out due to insufficient number of images. Nevertheless, we
used the remaining data (6,440 images across 123 brands)
to evaluate our model.

OpenLogo The QMUL-OpenLogos dataset[33] is a
medium-sized logo dataset featuring 27,083 images for 352
brands. We merged all splits that contained bounding-box
level annotations into a query and a gallery set as explained
earlier.

BelgaLogos BelgaLogos dataset [20] is very similar to
FlickrLogos47 in terms of its size (10,000 images for 37
brands). Unfortunately, several brands have very few im-
agery causing a reduction to only 23 brands. The dataset
however marks 3 brands as ‘text’: Adidas, Citroén, and
Puma. We create a separate split for these similar to Flickr-
Logos47.

Hard Evaluation dataset (our dataset) All datasets
mentioned above contains true logo images. When evalu-
ating against one brand’s performance, all other brands are
negatives. This evaluation setting doesn’t consider non-logo
regions as negatives. In real-world application, the univer-
sal detector could return non-logo regions with high con-
fidence and this region could potentially look very similar
with a real logo. Therefore in order to reflect the real-world
performance, we collected another hard dataset containing
33,410 product images, collected from Amazon Product
Catalog as well. We trained a universal logo detector based
on YOLOv3[25]. We then cropped all the ROIs with box
confidence greater than 0.1. This resulted in a hard evalu-
ation dataset of 53,774 ROI images over 68 brands, which
contains a lot of highly confusing false positive regions with
no logos.

4.3. End-to-end Evaluation

4.3.1 Comparison with closed-set methods

First, we report the results in end-to-end evaluation, where
we compare the DML based open-set logo recognition
pipeline with a closed-set object recognition pipeline. For
open-set logo recognition, we use a universal logo detec-
tor and our proposed SeeTek logo embedder, and KNN 1st
nearest neighbour as the predicted classes. We compare our
model with a state of the art closed-set approach introduced
in the LogoDet-3K [36] dataset paper. This work uses a
single YOLOv3[25] model trained on 3000 classes using
Focal Loss and optimized anchor boxes and has shown to
outperform related works by a large margin. Comparing

universal
logo detector embedder mAP mAP

(soft thresholding)
mAP

(hard thresholding)
YOLOv3@0.1 [9] 59.43 24.59 77.65 (OOD 82.52%)
YOLOv3@0.1 SeeTek 62.21 53.14 79.45 (OOD 31.38%)

Table 5. End-to-end performance comparison on the hard evalua-
tion dataset.

closed-set and open-set logo recognition poses a few chal-
lenges: the former requires to split the dataset across images
of each class while the latter one splits across classes (to
make sure test classes are unseen during training). There-
fore for fair comparison, we split the LogoDet-3K dataset
in an 80%/20% train/validation manner with the number
of classes being 2400/600. We trained a class-agnostic
YOLOv4 [5] logo detector on the train split for 30 epochs
with all other settings set to default from the MS-COCO
experiments. Similarly, we used the train split only to train
our SeeTek embedder. Due to the low number of images
per class in LogoDet-3K we used half of the test split as
query and the other half as gallery during retrievals. When
computing the mAP we used the objectness score from the
detector as prediction probability (i.e. the 1st nearest neigh-
bor was considered with 100% confidence). As seen in the
table 4, our approach largely outperforms the best perform-
ing LogoDet-3K model.

4.3.2 Comparisons on the hard evaluation dataset

We compare SeeTek with Attention head to open-set logo
recognition pipeline proposed in [9]. Note that in this set-
ting, we use the same YOLOv3 based universal logo de-
tector model and pass all bounding boxes with confidence
larger than 0.1 to the embedder. Instead of treating the 1st
nearest neighbour with confidence of 1, we define a naive
confidence score using the inverse of the hamming distance
between the binarized query feature vector and binarized re-
trieval feature vector, normalized by the feature dimension.
We found that when feature dimension is large (in our case
1024), the performances gap between float-number feature
embeddings and binary emeddings are negligible. The in-
formation is encoded into signs instead of real values. This
observation is also reported in [38]. Here we define the
naive confidence score:

s =
dHamming(Vquery, V1NN )

|Vquery|
(3)

The mAP comparisons are shown in table 5. We also
compare the model performance with a precision guard, us-
ing a pre-defined out-of-distribution(OOD) distance thresh-
old, in this experiment 170. For soft thresholding, when the
distance between the query vector and the top nearest vector
is larger than 170, we treat the matching distance to be 1024
(feature vector length). For hard thresholding, we simply
throw away all predictions with 1NN distance larger than
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Recall@1 Text
Head

PL8K LogoDet-3K
Misc WDT WT NT

[9]
Visual-only

model 95.09% 91.20% 92.78% 94.05% 87.39%

Visual branch
only — 97.86% 94.00% 95.56% 94.29% 93.52%

Textual branch
only CTC 55.53% 50.20% 35.56% 51.19% 77.27%

Textual branch
only Attn 86.48% 78.60% 82.78% 60.71% 81.84%

Visual-textual
embedding

CTC 98.13% 94.20% 97.78% 94.52% 93.66%
Attn 98.37% 94.80% 95.56% 95.71% 94.90%

Table 6. Recall@1 performance comparison between our model
and previous work [9]. Note: WT: word trademarks, WDT: word
design trademarks, NT: no-text trademarks, Misc: mixed trade-
marks.

170. In all of the evaluation scenarios, our model outper-
forms [9] by a large margin. In hard thresholding, 82.52%
of [9]’s predictions are out of distribution with the nearest
distance larger than 170, which indicates their learned met-
ric space is more scattered than ours.

4.4. Embedder Level Evaluation

Now we dive deep into the embedder performance. We
use the ground truth bounding box locations to create the
logo crops. We examined the retrieval performance when
using the learnt textual embedding only, visual embedding
only and the concatenated visual-textual embeddings, as
shown in table 6. Since we deliberately train the text branch
to learn to recognize texts with text recognition loss, it’s
not trained to differentiate logo ROIs based on visual ap-
pearances. As a result, using textual embedding only works
for text-heavy logos. It’s overall worse than using visual
embeddings only. However, when concatenating these two
complementary information together, the visual-textual em-
beddings gives the best performance. For most datasets, at-
tention based text prediction head outperforms CTC head.
The same trend is observed by [1] as well.

For PL8K and LogoDet-3K datasets, we finetune on the
training splits first and test on their test splits to report
the performance. For all other smaller datasets as men-
tioned in section 4.2, we directly test our trained model
on the whole sets without finetuning, as shown in table
7. The trained models generalize very well to other public
datasets, and are consistently better than visual only model.
Our model trained on LogoDet-3K generalizes better than
model trained on PL8K. This is expected as PL8K is col-
lected from Amazon Product Catalog, having larger domain
gap with other public datasets than LogoDet-3K.

Single model vs Multi-task SeeTek As the concate-
nated embedding from visual + text has size of 1024, we
trained the visual only non-text aware DML model[9] with
the same 1024 embedding dimensions for fair compari-
son. SeeTek model outperforms visual-only model on all
datasets. Furthermore, visual embedding with size 512

Recall@1 Text
Head

FlickrLogos-47 LitW OpenLogo BelgaLogos
Text Text

[9] — 91.88% 91.33% 81.87% 83.14% 96.09% 100.00%

SeeTek CTC 90.62% 92.00% 84.47% 86.32% 94.78% 100.00%
Attn 91.88% 94.00% 87.72% 89.64% 97.39% 100.00%

Table 7. Model generalization: Recall@1 performance on pub-
lic datasets from SeeTek model trained on LogoDet-3K’s training
split.

from the SeeTek model’s visual branch outperforms the vi-
sual embedding with size 1024 from the single model. This
shows that training jointly with text supervision helped the
visual branch to attend to logo regions and improved its per-
formance as well.

PL8K In particular, we see large performance jumps
on text-heavy data splits like on word design trademarks
(WDT) from 91.20% to 94.80%, on word trademarks (WT)
from 92.78% to 97.78% (95.56% for Attention head).
These results indicate that the text branch extracted new
complementary information the other branch doesn’t bring,
which helps learning a useful embedding for metric learn-
ing even if the labels for that task are noisy.

Out of domain performance Similarly to PL8K, the
text-aware models largely outperform the baselines. On
some datasets (LitW, OpenLogo) almost ∼6% absolute
points. Even when the logo dataset does not have that
many text-heavy logos, the performance does not drop. This
shows that this form of training does not harm the no-text-
logo cases and the models are able to generalize to out of
domain datasets.

5. Conclusion
In this paper we have proposed to leverage decoupled

visual and textual information to improve open-set logo
recognition performance. Our approach is highly scalable
and doesn’t require retraining for unseen test classes. It
successfully combines image and text signals into a sin-
gle loss function that can be optimized end-to-end, lead-
ing to considerable performance improvements on Top-1 re-
trieval tasks. We also introduced a very large-scale dataset
we built containing 3M product logo images on 8K brands
(PL8K). Moreover, we have observed the performance im-
provements not only on large in-domain test data but also
on challenging out-of-domain imagery of previously unseen
brands, both symbol and text-heavy logos, which demon-
strates our model’s generalization ability.
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